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FINAL ROUND INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT:  JORDAN SPIETH 
Sunday, January 26, 2014 
 
 
Q.  First 36-hole lead on TOUR and then how would you explain the weekend? 

 
JORDAN SPIETH:  I had the 36-hole lead a few weeks ago, I had a good weekend at 

Kapalua and just got beat out.  So it had nothing to do with being in the lead for the 

first time, I just lost control of the golf ball.  My ankle's pretty messed up.  I felt it the 
second day on the back nine and I just kind of -- I guess from there I just stopped 

loading as well on it and I started missing fairways.  All in all I had no control over the 
golf ball today whatsoever with any club.  It was tough. 

 
Q.  What happened with your ankle? 

 

JORDAN SPIETH:  I tweaked it somehow. 
 

Q.  Did it happen yesterday? 
 

JORDAN SPIETH:  Friday. 

 
Q.  Did you do it in the rough, Jordan? 

 
JORDAN SPIETH:  I don't remember where, it just started hurting, stepped wrong 

somewhere.  I couldn't hit balls after the round.  Obviously didn't affect the round on 

Friday, but just didn't hit any fairways from there.  I didn't feel pain at all, so I don't 
blame it on that whatsoever, but whatever it was, I wasn't loading correctly and 

therefore I started hitting them left going left really with every club. 
 

Q.  Jordan, obviously not an ideal way to finish, but do you have any 
gratification knowing that you missed the cut last year and you were able to 
come in this year and be atop the leaderboard for the majority of the weekend? 

 
JORDAN SPIETH:  Yeah, yeah, I was happy with the round Friday, I was really 

happy with the way I struck it Thursday.  You know, I think the golf course is a good fit 
for me.  Last year I don't look at a missed cut and say oh, I played a lot better than 

last year because I'm just a completely different person than I was last year at the 

time.  I felt very comfortable, didn't feel nervous at all, no tension, just really didn't 
have my stuff.  I was struggling with my driver, and when I'm struggling with my 

driver, mentally it's very difficult for me to stay neutral and refocus and finish off a 
good round.  It's something I really need to work on.  It's a detriment to my success is 

learning how to get over and finding a go-to shot.  Typically I can and this is really the 
first event since as long as I can remember where I really just had no idea where the 

ball was going to go.  I had an 8 iron from the middle of the fairway laying up to about 
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a 30-yard wide area with a stock 8 iron on 18 and I missed the fairway by 10 yards.  

That shot is borderline a shank.  So I just don't know what happened so I just need to 
get home, work with my instructor and come back to Pebble. 

 
Q.  Do you think you can learn more about your game by what you did playing 
with Tiger on Friday or experiencing something like this on the weekend here? 

 
JORDAN SPIETH:  Oh, definitely on the weekend.  You know, all days are the same 

technically but on the weekend is when you're battling it out, you're closer to the finish 
line and you're playing with the guys who have been playing really well the whole 

week.  Thursday, Friday was a great experience here, got to shoot a really low round 
on tour, which is a great feeling, something I've only had a couple times in the last 

year.  Anytime you can do that I can draw back on that for confidence.  Yeah, I mean, 

this weekend, especially today, I really had it today and I just let stuff get to my head 
too easily.  The cameraman stepped on my ball back on 6 when I guess it was on a 

really good lie, you know.  I hit a good chip shot anyways, but when the putt missed it 
just got in my head.  It carried to 7 and it really shouldn't have.  I'll learn from that just 

to brush it off.  There's no reason, there's nothing I could do about it, I couldn't 

prevent it, I wasn't to the green yet.  So all in all just really wasn't mentally ready to 
win this week.  But it's early in the season and I can draw on some confidence from 

the first two rounds. 
 


